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Hanson - This Time Around
Tom: Ab

-Okay, I changed this.  I saw hanson perform live on MTV, and
there's
no capo.  You can still do the capo version (it's the same
thing, you
just don't have to use bar chords), but here's the updated one
if you
want to be technically perfect.

Chords:   Ab   Gb   Db   Bbm   Eb
E          4    2    4    6     6
B          4    2    6    6     8
G          5    3    6    6     8
D          6    4    6    8     8
A          6    4    4    8     6
E          4    2    X    6     X

X - means don't strum that string
Intro: (Piano transcribed for guitar):

Verse:
Ab           Gb             Db            Ab
It's getting colder in this ditch where I lie
Ab          Gb            Db        Ab
I'm feeling older and I'm wondering why
Ab           Gb              Db               Ab
I heard they told her it was tell and live or die
Ab       Gb             Db           Ab
I didn't know her but I know why she lied
Ab       Gb             Db           Ab
I didn't know her but I know why she died

Chorus:
Gb            Db
You can't say   I didn't give it
Ab
I won't wait another minute
      Gb         Db           Ab

We're on our way   this time around
Gb            Db
You can't say   I didn't give it
Ab
I won't wait another minute
      Gb         Db          Gb
We're on our way   this time around
       Gb    Am#  Db
And we won't go   down

Verse:
I heard them say that dreams should stay in your head
Well I feel ashamed of things that I've said
Put on these chains and you live a free life
Well I'd rather bleed just to know why I die

Repeat Chorus

Bridge:
      Eb                           Db
All I know is that fear has got to go

This time around

Guitar Riff:

Verse:
I've started feeling like I don't want to fight
Give in to the given and put out the light
Cannons a blazing shower these moonlit skies
Then I remember and I know why he died
Do you know why I'd died

Repeat Chorus

-Okay, I know there's a guitar solo thingy here, but
 on the copy I have you can't hear it almost at all, so
 I couldn't tab it out.  I'll be sure to get it when I
 get the CD!  I hope you enjoy it, it's a great song!

Acordes


